IMAGINE HOW SOMEONE ELSE IS FEELING.

MOODCASTER

REAL NAME: ZZYXLI
SUPER POWER: MOODCASTER CAN READ A PERSON’S EMOTIONS AND TELEPATHICALLY BROADCAST THEM TO HELP OTHERS UNDERSTAND WHAT THEY’RE FEELING.
SONIC STOP-IT

REAL NAME: BRANDON ADAMS
SUPER POWER: THE VOICE VOLUMIZER TRANSFORMS HIS VOICE INTO ENERGY. IT HAS THREE SETTINGS: STILL CAUSES BULLIES TO STOP AND REFLECT FOR 10 SECONDS. WITH ASSERT, THE FORCE OF HIS WORDS CREATES AN OPEN SPACE AROUND HIM BY GENTLY BUT FIRMLY PUSHING BULLIES BACK. RALLY DRAWS WHOEVER IS IN THE AREA TO HELP.
IN TOUGH SITUATIONS, TAKING A DEEP BREATH WILL HELP YOU STAY CALM.

CALMINATOR
REAL NAME: PERCY KUHLMAN
SUPER POWER: CALMINATOR’S WAVES OF CALM ARE CALMING FIELDS OF ENERGY THAT CAN HELP BOTH BULLIES AND VICTIMS TAKE A BREATH AND MAKE A WISE CHOICE.
**STAR POWER**

**REAL NAME:** Samira Ahmed  
**SUPER POWER:** Star Power can see a person’s unique talent, ability, or special interest and turn it into a non-violent super power for a short period of time.

**THOSE BULLIES ARE WRONG! THE UNIQUE THINGS ABOUT YOU MAKE YOU AMAZING AND STRONG!**